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ABSTRACT
Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) which enable more intuitive
interaction with computer systems based on the recognition
of human speech or finger gestures are gaining increasing
relevance these days. With recent advances in mobile com-
puting technology, even resource-restraint mobile devices
become technically capable of supporting respective input
techniques. In this paper, we argue for the investigation of
real-time vision-based finger detection methods especially
targeted at mobile devices. We outline possible promising
use cases and elaborate on the special challenges of mobile
gesture detection. Finally, we report on our ongoing imple-
mentation efforts and present a comparison of three different
technical approaches for skin detection on mobile devices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Input devices and strategies, Interaction styles;
I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Appli-
cations

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Finger detection, mobile computing, computer vision, HCI

1. INTRODUCTION
Since several years we can observe a development from tra-

ditional Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) towards so-called
Natural User Interfaces (NUIs). NUIs cause to vanish com-
mon obtrusive input hardware and aim at realizing more
direct and intuitive interaction techniques. One specific in-
teraction approach enabling NUIs is hand gesture recogni-
tion with a focus on free-hand gestures not performed on a
touch-sensitive surface but in the air.
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Current solutions for controlling applications via free-hand
gestures are impressive, yet rely on stationary installations
and expensive custom equipment. Examples include g-speak
(Figure 1(a)) being based on special sensor gloves or prod-
ucts such as Mgestyk (Figure 1(b)) and Softkinetic relying
on 3D cameras. Related products recently even hit the mass
market: a popular example is Kinect [13], a video gaming
tool reacting on body gestures without any additional input
controllers or visual markers.

Even though respective mobile applications for visually
recognizing free-hand gestures would open a whole new range
of innovative mobile interaction scenarios, relevant work in
the mobile field is scarce. Since the computational power of
mobile devices steadily increases and cameras have evolved
to a de-facto standard feature, mobile finger detection be-
comes technically feasible – yet, the realization of suitable
real-time engines for mobile devices remains challenging. In
this paper we elaborate on the chances and challenges of
mobile finger recognition and introduce our ongoing imple-
mentation work. Section 2 gives a brief overview of related
work in the field of visual gesture detection and introduces
first mobile approaches. In Section 3, we present possible
novel use cases enabled by mobile finger detection. After
identifying the specific implementation challenges for a mo-
bile gesture detection engine in Section 4, we present our
current approaches in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our
work in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Estimation and tracking of hand pose is an active research

topic in computer vision [6]. Besides sophisticated meth-
ods for recovering the full kinematic hand structure [21, 24],
more simple and thus computationally less expensive meth-
ods, which are able to provide partial pose estimation for
specific tasks (e.g. finger detection), have been proposed.
Basically, these methods rely on appearance-specific 2D im-
age analysis and consist of a hand localization step and a
subsequent feature analysis to estimate the position of the
fingertips. Apart from methods that depend on strong as-
sumptions like a static background [12, 19], hand localization
in a more general setup is commonly achieved by skin color
segmentation. Skin color segmentation methods detect re-
gions in the image with skin-characteristic color values and
comprise lookup table matching [15], thresholding in chro-
maticity space [4, 25], pattern classification [26] or multiscale



(a) gspeak

(b) Mgestyk

(c) eyeSight

(d) 6th Sense

Figure 1: Examples of vision-based gestural interac-
tion from industry and academia.

aggregation [8]. Another type of methods for hand pose
estimation involves classification-based object detection ap-
proaches that apply classifiers on features extracted from
sliding windows to detect the hand position and pose [7,
16]. Furthermore, methods that integrate skin color, hand
shape and motion cues into a tracking framework [5, 20] have
been proposed. For explicit fingertip detection, the shape of
the silhouette resulting from the skin color segmentation is
analyzed, e.g. by curve matching [4], topological feature
extraction [26] or radial distance tracking [11].

As mentioned before, appropriate work in the field of mo-
bile applications is scarce so far. However, a recently filed
patent by Apple [23] indicates the increasing relevance of
vision-based mobile gesture detection. The respective ap-
plication deals with command input by closely sweeping a
finger above the built-in camera at the backside of the mo-
bile, e.g. for controlling the play-back of voice mail while lis-
tening. A similar existing product restricted to motion ges-
tures is eyeSight (Figure 1(c)) which detects a waving hand

through the mobile camera to trigger dragging or scrolling
operations.

Recent projects investigating the usage of more complex
finger gestures in a mobile context exploit colored markers
attached to the fingers and/or utilize prototypical technical
realizations run on powerful portable computers. Examples
include the investigation of gestural interaction with pro-
jected content in the project 6th Sense [14] (Figure 1(d))
and the study of gestural interaction with Imaginary Inter-
faces [10] completely dispensing from visual feedback. Other
relevant work such as Behand [3] aiming to control 3D ob-
jects in a mobile augmented virtuality scenario only exists
in the form of design studies. The fully mobile realization
of real-time gestural interaction in the context of a camera
phone/projector unit presented in [1] still relies on colored
finger markers. In contrast, a current markerless hand seg-
mentation approach decidedly oriented on mobile devices [8]
takes four seconds for a 160x160 pixels image and thus does
not allow for real-time applications.

3. USE CASES
For the analysis of potential use cases enabled by a real-

time finger detection engine for mobiles, we distinguish be-
tween two different application scenarios of a mobile device.
First, active usage refers to the traditional handling: the
mobile device is held with one hand while its camera is fac-
ing the surroundings (and an optional front camera facing
the user). In contrast, in the passive usage scenario the mo-
bile gadget is not manually held but worn, typically with a
lanyard around the neck, and thus has the role of an un-
obtrusive digital assistant spotting its user’s field of view
and reacting on specific events (a related example applying
a standard webcam is depicted in Figure 1(d)). While in the
active scenario only one hand may be used for performing
gestures in front of the mobile camera, this usage supports
more complex gestures due to the usage of both hands.

As a second classification, we distinguish between relative
and absolute gestures. Whereas relative gestures do not re-
fer to the user’s current surroundings, an absolute gesture
involves a real-world object. Relative gestures include com-
mon touchscreen gestures for scaling (“pinch”) or rotating
performed in the air. In a passive usage scenario e.g. a rota-
tion gesture may change the volume settings of the currently
active music player; a pinch gesture may trigger the reading
of an audio report about the user’s current whereabout.

When the device is held, relative gestures performed in
front of the backside camera may be used to manipulate ob-
jects currently shown on the display of the mobile. In con-
trast to gestures directly performed on a traditional touch-
screen, this type of interaction avoids the occlusion of dis-
played elements. So far, this so-called “back-of-device in-
teraction” has been researched with special hardware pro-
totypes , e.g. by equipping a mobile device with a touch-
sensitive surface at the backside [2]. The proposed visual
detection approach is not only feasible for off-the-shelf mo-
bile devices but additionally supports more complex gestures
in comparison to traditional touchscreen gestures mainly in-
volving two fingers as well as provides a larger sensitive area
and thus might better support multi-user interaction.

Absolute gestures might offer even more potential as they
enable the direct interaction with real-world surroundings.
In case the mobile is worn, an absolute pointing gesture
may result in unobtrusively mediated information about the



touched (and recognized) object, e.g. via an ear piece or
haptic (i.e. vibrational) feedback. If applied on a mobile
projector phone (or on a common mobile attached to a so-
called pico projector), visual feedback may be overlaid over
the object-of-interest or even direct markerless interaction
with the projection itself becomes feasible. Thus, graphi-
cal interface elements such as buttons may be projected on
real-world objects and respective touches may be visually
detected.

Similar use cases for absolute gestures are conceivable in
the active usage scenario, e.g. single objects from several
objects shown in the viewfinder may be selected through
finger pointing in the real world. Due to the direct visual
feedback via the display of the mobile, additional interaction
techniques are enabled. Examples include the detection of
precise panning gestures in the real world or even innovative
gesture-based interaction methods between semitransparent
interface elements shown on a mobile’s live video and real-
world objects following a novel “magic lens” approach.

4. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
The requirements of a visual finger detection engine for

mobiles devices differ from related approaches on stationary
desktop systems. This section discusses the specific imple-
mentation challenges arising due to the novel mobile usage
scenario.

• Limited resources. Although mobile computing tech-
nology improves at a tremendous speed, its resources
are restraint in comparison to current desktop comput-
ers. Limitations in memory and computational power
render the implementation of complex gesture detec-
tion algorithms impossible and thus require lightweight
approaches for real-time performance.

• Standard camera. Cameras, often with high-quality
components, are a standard feature of today’s mobile
phones. However, in contrast to special finger tracking
installations only one camera and no custom hardware
such as an infra-red camera is available.

• Varying light conditions. Changes in the ambient light-
ing are a common problem in vision-based skin detec-
tion. This problem is even hardened in the mobile
usage scenario since the mobile gadget is used at dif-
ferent locations.

• Varying distance. Finger detection is often performed
on dedicated touch surfaces. In contrast, our mobile
free-hand gestures are performed in the air. Thus, the
size of the spotted hand or fingers may change depen-
dent on the distance from the camera and is a priori
unknown.

• Partial visibility. Again, since no touch surface is avail-
able in the mobile scenario and the distance of the hand
to be spotted is unknown, we cannot assume that the
complete hand is visible. If the gesture is performed
very close to the mobile device, only parts of the hand
might be visible.

• Dynamic perspective. Compared to a setup contain-
ing a stationary camera, the camera perspective in the
mobile scenario might change during detection, i.e. a
finger tip detected at another absolute video position

might result from a slight shift of the mobile device.
Thus, for some use cases an additional tracking of the
background might be necessary to detect only true
hand movements.

5. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION
In contrast to existing computationally heavy approaches

for visual finger detection on desktop systems, we currently
deliberately concentrate our implementation efforts on light-
weight methods. In order to allow a fast and simple com-
putation, three pixel-based skin detection approaches were
chosen. Pixel-based approaches classify each pixel individu-
ally by its color value without considering spatial coherence
of the output. In general, the high variability of skin in the
color space for various skin colors and lighting conditions
causes a loss of precision in unconstrained environments. A
trade-off has to be found between minimizing misclassified
non-skin elements and maximizing the coverage of the skin
region for different skin colors and lighting conditions.

Our first two methods are non-adaptive thresholding ap-
proaches. The constant color subregions used for skin de-
tection are taken from Peer et al. [18] and Gomez et al. [9].
The method of Peer et al. classifies a pixel as skin if the
following conditions are true:

R > 95, G > 40, B > 20

max{R,G,B} −min{R,G,B} > 15

|R−G| > 15, R > G,R > B

(1)

where R, G and B are the red, green and blue color com-
ponents in the range [0, 255]. For the method of Gomez et
al. three conditions have to be satisfied in order to classify
a pixel as skin:

R

G
> 1.185

R ·B
(R + G + B)2

> 0.107

R ·G
(R + G + B)2

> 0.112

(2)

The third method-of-choice is the so-called “histogram
backprojection” [22]. Following this method, the designated
skin color of the hand to be tracked is first measured manu-
ally and a color histogram is calculated. In order to detect
skin, for each pixel in the image a skin color probability is
derived from the learned histogram by matching its color
values to the respective histogram bins. If the probability
exceeds a defined threshold the pixel is classified as skin
color. This way, the color range to be detected is restricted
to the learned skin color.

We have implemented all these approaches on a Samsung
Galaxy S I9000 phone featuring a 1GHz CPU and running
Android 2.1. For the computer vision parts we make use of
the C++ toolkit OpenCV [17] utilizing the Native Devel-
opment Kit. A custom screenshot feature applies the three
algorithms on the current viewfinder image and stores the
respective results (with regions detected as skin colored in
pink) in single files. For the histogram backprojection we
use an initial calibration phase: during a short countdown
the user has to move his hand to a 70x110 pixels-sized image
region for which its histogram is calculated over the next 20



(a) Thresholding method 1 [18] (b) Thresholding method 2 [9] (c) Histogram backprojection

Figure 2: Skin regions (pink) detected by the presented skin segmentation methods in an outdoor scenario.

(a) Thresholding method 1 [18] (b) Thresholding method 2 [9] (c) Histogram backprojection

Figure 3: Skin regions (pink) detected by the presented skin segmentation methods in an indoor scenario.

Table 1: Performance comparison
Method Worst case Best case

Thresholding 1 [18] 159 ms/6.27 fps 106 ms/9.41 fps
Thresholding 2 [9] 261 ms/3.83 fps 179 ms/5.56 fps
Histogram backpr. 132 ms/7.52 fps

video frames. In this implementation we use the HSV color
space which separates RGB color values into hue, saturation
and lightness. From empirical tests an optimal bin number
of 30, 32 and 8 has been determined for hue, saturation and
lightness, respectively (for a color resolution of 180 for hue
and 255 for saturation and value).

Figures 2 and 3 depict exemplary screenshots of all pre-
sented methods in both a randomly chosen outdoor and in-
door scenario. It can be seen that the thresholding methods
show a similar performance in both scenarios, whereas the
backprojection method has a lower detection rate but also
a lower false positive rate (consider the skin-like color of the
wooden cupboard in the background in Figure 3). Although
these results can be seen only as preliminary and a compre-
hensive evaluation will be part of future work, it is assumed
that the backprojection method provides a more solid base
for the task of fingertip detection. Detecting fingertips from
a binary mask representing the hand silhouette will be likely
more error-prone in case of falsely detected regions in the
background than it will be in case of incomplete silhouettes.

Table 1 shows a performance comparison of the imple-
mented approaches executed on the aforementioned mobile
phone model. Both the time for processing one video frame

with a size of 640x480 pixels and the respective number of
processed frames per second are given; values are averages
calculated over a series of 50 frames. While the performance
of the two thresholding methods is dependent on the number
of spotted skin pixels due to the respective series of condi-
tions to be checked against, the backprojection approach is
obviously insensitive. Regarding the execution time, thresh-
olding method 1 and histogram backprojection clearly out-
perform thresholding method 2 and seem to be feasible for
real-time applications in the given setup.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented our ongoing efforts towards the

realization of gesture-based mobile NUIs. Having identified
possible promising use cases and discussed the special im-
plementation challenges arising in the mobile context, we
introduced our current prototypical implementation for mo-
bile skin detection and reported on our recent experiences.

Future work will include a more detailed evaluation and
ongoing refinement of the backprojection method and the
final detection of fingertips from the segmented hand sil-
houettes. Although only preliminary results have been pre-
sented, backprojection of color values on previously learned
skin color histograms can be considered as a reasonable way
for skin color segmentation on mobile devices, as it gives an
appropriate trade-off between detection rate, false positive
rate and processing time. Another benefit of the method is
that it returns likelihood values that can be seen as a confi-
dence for pixels to be skin. Therefore, we are able to discard
the use of a strict threshold for producing a binary hand
silhouette mask and propagate confidence values up to the



fingertip detection step. Another promising improvement
would be the consideration of coherence: for instance, spa-
tial coherence of the pixels classified as skin can be exploited
by using hierarchical approaches. Likewise, temporal coher-
ence of the detected fingertip positions can be assumed and
hence used to reduce the search region for possible positions
in the next camera frame.
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